NON-CONTROLLED COPY
INFORMATION SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
VERIFY REV LEVEL OF PAPER COPY WITH REV LEVEL ON PPC WEB SITE

LOWER SIDEWALL CONNECTIONS ALL MUST USE FLEXIBLE FITTINGS

NOTE:

POLY PROCESSING

STANDARD COVER:
0"/1-1/2" CAP/BLACK/C'RIPPL/BLACK PP
PVC STOCK NO. 5343
OPT. COVER:
0"/1-1/2" CAP/BLACK/C'RIPPL/EPDM
PVC STOCK NO. 5343
0"/1-1/2" CAP/BLACK/C'RIPPL/BLACK VITON
PVC STOCK NO. 5343
OPT. COVER:
0"/1-1/2" CAP/BLACK/C'RIPPL/BLACK PP
PVC STOCK NO. 4066

NOTE: STIFFENER BAND AVAILABLE ON EASTERN REGION TANK ONLY

1. THIS IS A COMPUTER GENERATED DWG. DO NOT REVISE BY HAND
2. A 1/2" WIDE HOLED IN GALLONIC MARKERS & 9 IN 25 GAL
   INCREMENTS UP TO 220 GALL - CENTRAL REGION ONLY - AVOID
   WHEN PLACING FITTINGS
3. DIMENSIONS WILL VARY 1/2" DUE TO VARIATIONS IN MULTIPLE MOLDS & CONDITIONS PREVALENT DURING MANUFACTURE & USAGE

CALCULATED CAPACITIES:
VOLUME IN U.S. GALLONS

CONFIDENTIAL PROPERTY OF
POLY PROCESSING COMPANY
NOT FOR REPRINT OR USE WITHOUT PERMISSION

DRAWING
155 GALLON UPRIGHT TANK
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